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LESSON 3:
REST HARD

LESSON 1:
ROTATE THE COMMUNAL CROPS

*

*

The Soviets found that the human body takes, on average,

Much has been made of Soviet Olympic athletes' drug use, but

about six weeks to adapt to any external stimulus. This essentially

they knew they needed more than just pharmacology

means you can train the same way, using the same exercises, for

als. With all else being equal - and plenty of evidence shows it

only six weeks before your body stops making gains. For elite ath-

wasn't just the Soviets who used performance-enhancing

letes, this adaptation

(PEDs) at the time - how an athlete recovers can make the big-

process may take as little as two weeks.

"The Soviets saw that PEDs made their
athletes much bigger and stronger, but

Yosef Johnson, owner of Ultimate Athlete

that their bodies' connective tissue wasn't

Concepts, a publishing house specializing

"The ultimate goal
of physical culture
in our state is to
prepare the younger
generation for a
long and happy life,
for highly
productive labor, and
for the defense of
their socialist
homeland. ;,

in Eastern Bloc athletic training literature.
adaptation

and

the effect it had on how the body responds
to training. People can derive enormous
benefit from learning from this and changing things up every few weeks."
The idea is to plan your training in
stages: from a general get-in-shape

phase

to a more targeted protocol with higher
volume and heavier weights, then a competitive period in which you go all-out and
finally a restoration

drugs

gest difference in performance.

"What we see in the West is that
nobody's training ever changes," says

"The Soviets understood

to win med-

phase when you allow

your body to recover before starting the
cycle again. "The more advanced you are,

able to keep up with these gains in size
and strength," Johnson points out. "So
they put a lot of money and expertise into
finding the best recovery methods to prevent their athletes.from

breaking down."

Soviet programming

revolved around

athletes' central nervous systems. The
brain and spinal cord coordinate

virtually

every function in the body, and when the
central nervous system is severely taxed
by a difficult workout, the athlete needs
time to restore it to its original "fresh"
state. Through research, the Soviets found
they could accelerate this recovery time

the faster you'll adapt and the more rapid

by using various restoration

a turnaround

allowing their athletes to work harder, feel

you'll have," Johnson notes.

Glasnost Tip: Training systematically
a periodized

techniques,

better and avoid injury.

in

Glasnost Tip: Once you finish a tough

manner - increasing volume

workout, transition

and intensity, rotating exercises, working

into recovery mode by

your weak points, and takirig time to rest and recover once a cycle

using self-massaging

foam rollers, Epsom salt baths, contrast

is finished - will help you keep making gains and blast through

showers or sauna sessions. It's important

sticking points like never before.

keep your body from adapting to the process. For example, if you
sit in the sauna after a hard lower-body

LESSON 2:
THE REVOLUTION IS DYNAMIC

* "What

to rotate these means to
session, take an Epsom

salt bath or a contrast shower the following

LESSON~:

in the real world requires you to touch your toes while

keeping your legs straight?" Yessis asks. "The best advice you can
take from the Soviets is to forget all about static stretching."
The Soviets knew that before exercising, it's more important

week.

to

TOTALITARIAN FORM

.*

The Soviets were - and still are - well ahead of the West in

terms of biomechanical

analysis of what actually happens when

warm up the body and increase blood flow to the muscles than

athletes both compete and train in the weight room. "Coaches in

to lengthen them. In fact, they found that excessive static stretch-

the United States look only at how much weight is being handled

ing - the kind Americans have been taught for years, where you

in the gym," Yessis says. Soviet coaches relied heavily on video

simply hold a stretched position without

analysis to correct every aspect of an athlete's technique. Because

injury because you're stretching

moving - can lead to

not only muscles but also liga-

of this focus, Soviet athletes didn't suffer nearly as many training

ments and tendons, the connective tissue that holds your bo.dy

injuries as their Western counterparts,

together. When you overstretch,

"naked eye" assessments of their coaches.

you hinder your body's ability to

"This is probably the most important

stabilize itself and protect you from injury.
"What people don't realize is the overuse of static stretching
has a cumulative

effect ewer time," Johnson warns. "It might not

happen today or tomorrow,
through static stretching

but contributing

to ligament laxity

can be a sure-fire recipe for a blown-out

who relied mainly on the
thing I learned from the

Soviets," Yessis states. "Here in the West, we're led to think an
athlete either 'has it' or he doesn't, and that athletes can't be built.
That's certainly not the case. Instead of writing off an athlete and

~

saying he can't do something, American coaches should be say-

to
~
~

ging slowly on a treadmill incline for a few minutes, then perform

ing, 'Let's fix it' and teaching correct biomechanics. They're not
however. and that hasnt changed for 50 years."
Glasnost Tip: Learn proper technique for every lift you perform.

g

a series of moves such as jumping jacks, bodyweight

Use video analysis and expert coaching to perfect the biomechan-

~
~.

knee a year from now."

Glasnost Tip: Perform a dynamic warm-up by walking or jogsquats,

mountain climbers and push-ups. If your gym has enough space,

ical fundamentals

do some skips, side shuffles and backward jogs. Finish with exer-

bodybuilders

cises targeting

sis points out. "That's why they always get hurt. If you don't have

the muscles you intend to work, moving just

slightly beyond the range of motion you'll use.

of what you do in the gym. "Even the elite

I've seen usually do most exercises incorrectly,"

correct technique, you can forget the rest of it."

Yes-

~

